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Aim

▪ To increase the awareness with partner agencies about 

county line drug supply and cuckooing

https://youtu.be/cbS52mIaHBc

▪ Protecting the vulnerable

▪ Effective partnership safeguarding 

▪ Signs and symptoms 

▪ Scale of the issue 

▪ Reporting concerns 

▪ Intelligence requirement

https://youtu.be/cbS52mIaHBc


• Anyone can be vulnerable

• Vulnerability presents itself in many different forms

– Scams & Fraud against elderly

– Radicalisation & Extremism

– Child Sexual Exploitation

– Drug Exploitation

– Criminal Exploitation (linked to SOC & County Lines)

– Hate Crime

• Can and does happen in West Sussex

• We all have a role to play: recognising & responding





Serious and Organised Crime

The National Crime Agency Threat Assessment:

1. Vulnerability - including CSE, modern slavery & human trafficking  and 
organised immigration crime;

2. Prosperity - including cyber-crime, money laundering and other economic 
crime, and;

3. Commodity - including the illicit trade in firearms and drugs.





County lines exploitation

Drug distribution into Sussex 
from London & other cities

‘Cuckooing’ 

Vulnerable residents targeted to 
accommodate dealers or deal on 

behalf of the drug network.

Use of intimidation, incentive or on 
basis of a sexual relationship

Juvenile ‘runners’ 

Vulnerable young people used to 
deliver and/or deal drugs on behalf of 

gangs 

Use of intimidation or incentive 
locally/from metropolitan centres.



County Lines… some real-life experiences

“County Lines is a job centre for underachieving 
young people” 

Nequela Whittaker speech at the London Academy for Social Justice
(16th July 2019)

Also see: “Serious Violence in Context- Understanding the scale and nature of Serious 
Violence”. (Crest Advisory)



“Drug gangs are making slaves of our 
children”

The Guardian: 4th October 2019

“The term ‘County Lines’ sounds kind of sweet and 
clever. But it’s a sanitisation of what county lines 
drugs gangs really represent; the slavery of our 
children and young people for the purposes of 
making vast amounts of money.”

“Child slaves are being recruited in our 
communities, under our noses, in parks, town 
centres and outside schools across the country.”



A cultural shift – from ‘criminals’ to victims

“I freely admit that 10 years ago, if I found a 15 year old 
on a train in possession of £10,000 worth of heroin… I 
would have regarded that as a good arrest… and so 
would have my superiors. If this happened now, I’d be 
thinking ‘what’s a 15 year old doing on a train with 
£10,000 worth of heroin on him’?… There’s a shift in our 
thinking” 

Detective Inspector Stuart Liddell (NPCC Lead for Movement and 
Transportation) at the National Modern Slavery Conference, September 2019.



“Going Country”
“Out there”

“Cunch” “Gone cunch” – Going Country

“OT” – Out there

“food” – drugs

“foot soldiers” – kids used for drug running



County Lines – Scale National Issue………………..Local 
Problem…………. (after Sheldon Thomas)



County Lines-what is it?
• Urban Gangs supplying drugs to suburban areas, including coastal towns 
• Typically recruit and exploit children / vulnerable to courier cash and drugs
• ‘Users’ will ask for drugs via mobile phone line operated by the Gang
• Couriers travel between urban and coastal locations to collect cash and deliver 

drugs 
• Drugs and Lines now being openly advertised through social media
• County Lines cut across numerous crimes: Violence / Gangs
• Modern Slavery 
• Safeguarding
• Missing Persons
• Youth Exploitation 
• Elements of CSE…
• Name of the County Line is how drug users refer to the County Line e.g. 

currently in West Sussex – “Dropz”



How Young People are recruited by gangs



Glamorised and Normalised

• Not every young person is being groomed or exploited. Many young people 
are attracted to the idea of County Lines and willingly approach older drug 
dealers to recruit them.

• However, once recruited, many young people find themselves in a 
downward spiral of exploitation that is almost impossible to escape.



“Clean Skins”

• Gangs are wise to the police and other agencies’ operations where there is a 
focus on vulnerable children and young people. In some cases, Gangs have 
recruited children and young people who are not known to the authorities 
(no criminal record, never been excluded or missing). They are targeting 
children in rural and coastal areas outside of the Gang “patch” of their home 
city.



Cuckooing
• Gangs dealing in drugs will target vulnerable people and take over their 

address; process known as cuckooing
• Vulnerable people then used to deal drugs and CSE and modern day 

slavery
• Dealers often approach vulnerable persons offering free drugs/ money 

then take over their home
• The victims are vulnerable and often: drug users, unemployed, mental 

health issues, young single mums, missing children. 
• Threats or actual violence used to achieve compliance
• Premises may not be known to police
• Definition: “A crime where a drug dealer befriends a weak, old or 

otherwise vulnerable person, then takes over their home and uses it as a 
crack house.” Urban Dictionary 2017 



Cuckooing Warning Signs 
• Regular visitors & Neighbour complaints - ASB 
• People who shouldn’t be at the address or unusual relationships: 

presenting as nervous 
• Previous history of cuckooing 
• IV drug user/ drug paraphernalia/knives 
• Unscripted medication 
• Single occupant 
• Mental Health Issues 
• Close proximity to other drug users 
• Close to public transport links 
• Learning difficulties 
• Self neglect / visible injuries 



Warning Signs 

• Substance misuse clients – have their homes been taken over? 
• Possessions - Does the lifestyle reflect the income? 
• Children's Homes– who are the missing children? 
• Expensive possessions but limited income? 
• School and Youth engagement - new clothes, new phones, new 

friendship group? 
• Evidence of others staying/living in a single occupancy residence? 

No intelligence submitted will ever be disclosable by personal 
name. Actions taken for cuckooing will come under a partnership 

approach.



Impact of county lines in Sussex

Increased 
violent crime 

and ASB

Vulnerable 
people at risk 

of violence 
and/or sexual 
exploitation

Increased 
community 

concern over 
drug related 

activities

Potential for 
increases in 
acquisitive 

crime to fund 
drug addiction



The Victim / Vulnerable Person – Safeguarding 
• Identify those at risk– Drug Users, Missing Children, young females with 

children, vulnerable adults, residents of social housing, youth hostels 
• If the risk of harm is imminent then contact the Police using 999 
• Develop intelligence and local knowledge to build the picture of the most 

vulnerable 
• Engage with victims regularly and show empathy, gain their trust, and keep 

your promises. Break down barriers, record & share information/intelligence. 
• Submit intelligence as a priority, escalate and respond to any immediate 

safeguarding concerns. 
• Utilise services of partnership agencies for relevant support and ensure the 

information is shared – What do local partnership arrangements look like? 
• Diversion pathways – consider referrals 

Police & Partners Response to County Lines is: FORTRESS



Intelligence Requirement – Can you answer these 
questions? 

• Identify vulnerable people being exploited by the County Line; where are they and are they 
residing locally –often a “cuckooed” address but occasionally a hotel or similar.
– Are they drug users; are juveniles being exploited?
– Is sexual assault or violence being used; have weapons been seen?

• Identify telephone number for the County Line or any telephone numbers linked to County Lines.

• What are the names of the County Lines operating? (e.g. “Dropz”)

• Identify vehicles and / or transport methods used by the County Line.

• Identify who the person(s) are operating the county line both locally and within the urban hub.
– Are they local people or are people from outside the area?
– What are their names / description?

• Establish the type of drugs that are supplied by the County Line
– Where are the drugs kept?
– Where are they supplied?



Community Intelligence
What is Intelligence ?

The role of partners and the public

How do you get involved? 

Concerns re individual or address: 
email : 101@sussex.pnn.police.uk
Always 999 in an emergency
crimestoppers-uk.org  0800 559111

mailto:Partnership.intelligence.west@sussex.pnn.police.uk


Disrupting Serious and Organised Crime: Menu of 
tactics:



Watch:
BBC I-player: “On the Ground – County Lines and the 
Children they Exploit”

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p07l74nq/on-the-
ground-county-lines-and-the-children-they-exploit

(available until summer 2020)

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p07l74nq/on-the-ground-county-lines-and-the-children-they-exploit


How might SOC gangs operate in the future?

• Without the means to collect, transfer and process their “dirty” money, Organised 
Crime Gangs are severely disrupted.

• If the criminal venture is not profitable or represents too high a risk, the activity is 
no longer viable – this can have a massive impact on the work of these gangs and 
individuals.

• However – Organised Crime Gangs can be very adaptable and try to stay one step 
ahead. There are already signs that drug dealing operations are changing – using 
social media to advertise and distribute (sometimes by post). This is not even on 
the “dark web” – but in full, public view.

• One in four young people (24%) reported that they see illicit drugs advertised for 
sale on social media – a significant figure considering how recent a phenomenon 
this is. (data from “DM for details – Selling drugs in the age of social media” 
September 2019. Volteface: Poll of 2,006 16-24 year olds)


